Traffic Advisory

July 8, 2019

Change of Access to Tsuut’ina Nation

Location: Access to and from the Tsuut’ina Nation

Impacts:
- Temporary closure of Buffalo Run Boulevard from 37 Street to the roundabout
- Detour of traffic from the intersection of Anderson Road / 37 Street (former Bullhead Road access) to the Tsuut’ina Nation Gas Bar

Reasons:
- KGL – completing the bridge at the intersection of 37 Street and Buffalo Run Boulevard
- TTN – widening Buffalo Run Boulevard
- TTN – construction activities for the Taza Exchange development

Implementation date: The evening of Monday, July 15

Completion date: Fall 2019

Speed limit: 50 km/h (20 km/h on the turns)

For your safety, please obey all construction signs when travelling through the area. KGL would like to thank you for your patience during this period of construction.
CHANGE OF ACCESS TO TSUJT’INA NATION
STARTING JULY 15, 2019
BUFFALO RUN BOULEVARD WILL BE CLOSED
USE INTERSECTION OF ANDERSON ROAD / 37 STREET TO GAS BAR